welcome to a new level of personalised hospitality

svenska : a lifestyle designer brand with a distinct european accent
expect luxurious faclities and cutting edge technology that make business a pleasure
chic interiors are inspired by the swedish design philosophy
our refined service is customised to make you feel special
lounge bars and signature restaurants pamper your palate

svenska boutique design hotels are located in prime business areas
our small format hotels ensure maximum personalisation
international styling and standards focus on providing unique luxuries
professional service practices that set new benchmarks in the industry

we promise a unique and memorable hospitality experience every time

our luxurious rooms and bathrooms are designed for every comfort

enjoy complimentary spa treatments in the privacy of your room

the 24 hour private butler service and concierge takes care of all your needs

unwind with gaming consoles and i-pods with your pre-loaded playlist

indulge yourself with gourmet in-room dining experiences
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Transforms into lounge bar serving drinks and
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snacks in the evenings, with lounge music.
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ºSoul: Speciality restaurant, offering a
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sumptuous breakfast spread, à la carte and
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buffet menu selections for lunch, with Indian
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specialities for dinner.
ºSensen: Modern Japanese and oriental roof
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top restaurant & bar featuring pan asian
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cuisine. Interactive sushi bar, yakitori grills
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and wok stations along with a full service bar.
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VISITOR INFORMATION

SERVICES & FACILITIES
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from regional Indian Embassy prior to arrival
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LOCATION
Svenska Bangalore is situated in Electronic City
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in South Bangalore, a technology hub with
over 100 companies and 100,000 employees. A
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RESTAURANT, BAR & LOUNGE
ºMesa Deli & Bar: Our lobby level lounge with
all day service of a selection of flavoured and
herbal teas, single origin coffees and fresh
bakes, gourmet chocolate and cheese products.

of 949 metres (3113 feet) above the sea
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with 3 rooms each accommodating
50 guests

level, with salubrious climate throughout the
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year, typically ranging from 10-30ºC
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LUXURY BEYOND 5 STAR
ACCOMODATION
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Svenska Mumbai is situated in the heart
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of Lokhandwala Complex amidst North Mumbai’s

which is India’s commercial and financial hub.

largest commercial, residential and entertainment

It is also the centre of the Indian movie industry

district of Andheri West, Versova, Oshiwara, Malad

(Bollywood) as well as the television and

RECREATION

and Juhu. Svenska Mumbai is in close proximity and

advertising industry
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walking distance from various Bollywood studios,
shopping malls, multiplexes, bars, restaurants and
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English also widely spoken)

coffee shops. It is located 5km from Andheri
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Railway Station and 8km from the Chattrapati
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Shivaji Airport.

regional Indian Embassy prior to arrival
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RESTAURANT, BAR & LOUNGE

temperatures typically range between
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ºMiro: Signature Mediterranean restaurant with

20-30ºCelsius. The city witnesses four months
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strong Spanish influences. A live interactive kitchen

of heavy rainfall and cool breeze during the
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serving a selection of tapas, pinchos, wood-fired

monsoon season (Jun-Sep)

grills, paellas accompanied by a range of innovative
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for over 100 guests
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cocktails and a wide selection of wines.

LUXURY BEYOND 5 STAR
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ºMiro Lounge: A happening lounge bar, it is the

ACCOMODATION
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perfect place to relax over drinks and snacks after a
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hard day’s work while you rub shoulders with
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Mumbai’s crème de la crème.
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ºMesa Deli & Bistro: Deli offers a wide selection of
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tea, coffee and fresh bakes along with salads,
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sandwiches and designer deserts. Mesa Bistro is a
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world-cuisine restaurant serving breakfast in the
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morning and an all-day menu of bistro classics
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ºSensen: Modern Japanese and oriental roof top

and conferencing
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F 73/74, Oberoi Complex, Off Link Road,
Andheri West, (opp. Laxmi Industrial Estate)

restaurant & bar featuring pan asian cuisine.
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Interactive sushi bar, yakitori grills and wok
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T +91 98207 11110

stations along with a full service bar.
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luxury@svenskahotels.com

Mumbai 400053

www.svenskahotels.com
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